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1M111-------------------------------------In the 'Roundtable, "we present several questions to prominent people on the topic being discuissed in each issute.The purpose is to create a
forumfJo idrtei-ehengeandel
debate among people with opposing points of viewv.OUr1hope is that readlerswill find it a startingpointforgeneratng
theit own discwussionns
both withiintheir,cities anjdin response to The Urban Age.
MlarleneFernandes is an architect and urban
planner. She is curr ently technical assistanrtto the
executive director of the Brazilian Inistitute ojf
MlunicipalAdministration (IBAM), and is
coordiniatorof the Mega Cities Project in Rio de
Janiero. 1is. Fernandes is also the coordinator of
the Habitat II regional seminar on urban financial
strategiesfoor Latin America and the Caribbean.
-----

Roy Bahl is professor of economics and
director of the Policy Research Center at
Georgia State University. His book with
Johannes Linn, Urban Public Finance in
'
Developing Countries, is one of the few
comnprehensiveanalyses of this suibject.
Recently, Professor Bahl has been working on
fiscal decentralization in Russia and Chtina.
.
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UA: Urbanfinance
involves the provision of
importantgoods and
services; improvements in
the provision and funding
of these activities requiire
what kind of c1hangesin
the political incentive
structiure?

FERNANDES: The improvement in the provision and
funding for housing, infrastructure, and urban services
requires government incentives that reducc risks.
increase competitiveness and enable markets, formal and
informal, to work. Some of these incentives are:
keeping a stable regulatory framework, such as tariff
structures to sustain long term capital investment
recovery; providing subsidies to supply those who
cannot afford to pay full service costs; and using bidding
or contracting-out procedures that reward the suppliers'
competitiveness, productivity, and efficiency.

BAH.: Local government officials must be accountable
to those who consume urban services if the efficiency of
delivering these services is to improve. This requires
that localcouncils be popularly elected and that local
chief officers be appointed by these councils. It is also
important that budgets be formulated by local councils
so that citi7en preference for various government
services can be reflected.

UA: What kinidofc
intergovernmental
reventie arrangem;ents
should accompany fiscal
dlecentralization?

FERNANDES: It is necessary to adopt a fiscal strmcture
that would reduce the need for intergosernmental
transfers, giving each level of government the autonomy
to collect and allocate the fiscal resources necessary to
exercise their specific functions.
Ideally, intergovernmental transfers should be used
only as a compensatory mechanism between regions,
municipalities, or cities with different economic
capacities. Part of the transfers could be used to
stimulatc local govcrnments to improvc their fiscal
capacity and increase their revenues.

BAHL: Threc charactcristics of the intergovcrnmental
fiscal system must hold if true decentralization is to be
achieved. First, there must be some assignment of
revenues and rate-setting powcr to the local government:
the sharing of central govemment taxes on a derivation
basis is not decentralization. Second. grants must be
distributed in a transparent way so that local governments can plan their fiscal affairs with a reasonable
degree of certainity. Third, there must be correspondence between the expenditure responsibility and the
fiscal resources that are assigned to local governments.

UA: fWhat risks do
intergovernmnenthl
finuncing arrangements
create for national
macroeconomic mranagement?

FERNANDES: Stiubnationalgovernments may force
upwards interest rates in the financial markets. They
may also increase living costs, affecting inflation
through their pricing policies that could increase public
deficit and external debt - risks usually associated with
national governments.

BAHL: If the intergovernmental system assigns
significant taxing and spending powers to local governments,the ability of the central government to use fiscal
measures in its macroeconomic stabilization program
will be limited. As fiscal decentralization shifts the
deternination ot investment priorities to local governments, higher income local governments will have a
greater taxing capacity. On the other hand, decentralization should lead to a greater willingness to pay for
services and therefore to an increase in the rate of
revenue mobilization.

UA: How does one
encourage cities to
become creditworthy
white giving themia
reasonable but hinding
constraint to encourage
efficient use of revenue
sources and service
provision?

FERNANDES: There are three ways to do this. First.
by adopting cnteria to distribute fiscal resources that
would reward efficiency and effectiveness of service
provision. Second, by reinforcing local social controls
to improve accountability, efficiency, and transparency
in the use of resources. Third, by adopting enabling
strategies such as capacity-building and institutional
development, to improve planning, budgeting and
management activities

BAHL: Local governments will never have an incentive
to be creditworthy unless they have some autonomy in
determining their budgets, real access to credit financing
and a hard budget constraint that limits their liability to
run up deficits. A key to encouraging strong and
responsive local government is to allow the imposition
of a wide range of user charges, limited only by the
acceptance of these by local voters. There is no inherent
inconsistency between fiscal responsibility and budget
constraints; legal limits on borrowinu and tax rates can
still leave room for discretionaty fiscal actions and for
budget planning to meet local demands.
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